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Wall Plates
Weatherproof Switch Plates and Locking Covers
Single 15A and 20A Straight Blade Receptacles and Accessories
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HBL1795

Weatherproof Switch Plate
Description Catalog Number
Clear bubble plate, elastomer for use with all general HBL1795
purpose AC toggle switches and PresSwitch® switches. 
Fits FS/FD and standard boxes.

Brass Locking Attachment for Switches
Available in master keying and straight keying systems.

Description Catalog Numbers
Straight keying (all locks alike) appropriate for most applications. HBL96061
Straight cylinder type lock, each HBL96061 ordered operates 
on the same key - all locks are keyed alike.
Straight keying (individual). HBL96062
Straight cylinder type lock, each HBL96062 ordered operates 
on a different key. All locks are keyed differently and 
individually. This type cannot be master keyed.
Master keying (individual). HBL96060
Cylinder type lock for master keying, each lock keyed 
individually with a master key to operate all locks.

Also available in dull chrome finish to match stainless steel.
Add “DCH” suffix to catalog number.

Brass Locking Cover Plate
Description Catalog Number
Locking cover plate for single 15A & 20A straight blade receptacles HBL96067
and 15A Twist-Lock® receptacles. Straight cylinder type lock.
All cylinder locks keyed alike.

Accessories
Description Catalog Numbers
Weather shield plate, angle plate for duplex receptacles. HBL6187
Red rectangular jewel in metal frame for switch plates. HBL7298
Brass plated screw, standard slot, .38” (9.7) long. HBL7341
Stainless steel screw, standard slot, .38” (9.7) long. HBL7341SS
Brass tamper-proof screw .38” (9.7) long. HBL7169
Same as above except dull chrome to match S/S plates. HBL7169DCH
Tamper-proof screwdriver for HBL7169 etc. HBL7170
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